
Friends, 
 
Bulletin is considered to be the mouthpiece of any 

Rotary Club. It includes relevant information of 

Rotary world as well as the projects of the club. 

Important information as to the club family is 
included in the Bulletin. It is also a good public 
image exercise. Our club has been publishing 
regular  Bulletins and we have received awards 
and recognition for the same. We wish to continue 
the legacy and to take forward the outstanding 
standards of Yuvis. This year our thoughtful 
chairman of Publication committee Bikash 
Gutgutia is the editor of the Bulletin and he is very 
competent to fulfill our expectations. Let's  join 
hands with him  to provide necessary information 
and inputs in time for publication of this mouth 
piece of our vibrant club.

- Rtn. Pradeep Jewrajka

All 161 Clubs in the Dist. were divided 
into 4 Groups on the basis of No. of 
Members in the Club.
1.  Upto 19 Members - A
2.  From 20 to 30 Members - B
3.  From 31 to 50 Members - C
4.  Above 50 Members - D
So Yuvis were in Group C. We received the 
following in Group C :
1.  Basic Education & Literacy - 1st Prize 
2.  Water & Sanitation - 1st Prize
3.  Blood Donation - 1st
4.  Polio Plus - 2nd
5.  Significant support to Dist Events - 
 2nd Prize
6.  Eye Care & Avoidable Blindness - 

Certificate of Appreciation
7.  Economic & Community Development- 

Certificate of Appreciation
8.  My Rotary Registration  - Certificate of 

Appreciation.
9.  Outstanding Club in Category C for 

overall performance.

Manyata, Part 2, 28th June, 2022 
Rotary Sadan

10.  Special Recognition - 
 Club Exibit at   Dist. Conference
11.  DG Citation
12.  Silver Secretary - J K Goyal
13.  Gold President - Naveen Agarwal
14.  Outstanding Additional Dist. Secretary - 

Ashish Agarwal
15.  Outstanding Support to Dist - Ashish 

Agarwal
16.  Otstanding Zonal Secretary - Vinod 

Lahoti
17.  Outstanding Spouse - Rina Agarwal

Manyata - Dist 3291 
Award Ceremony - 26th June, 2022 

at G D Birla Sabhagar
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“NAVGATHAN” held on 24-06-2022 In 
Person Mode at 7:30 PM. At Spring Club, 
Silver Spring. Rtn. Pradeep Jewrajka has 
formally taken charge from outgoing 
President Rtn. Naveen Agarwal in the 
august presence of DG Ajoy Kumar Law 
and galaxy of Past DGs.

12th Installation Ceremony

Change over month
and transition month

Stephaine A. Urchik, a member of the 
#Rotary Club of McMurray, Pennsylvania, 

USA, has been selected to become 
Rotary International President for 2024-25

JULY ISJULY IS

IMAGINE
ROTARY PEOPLEOFACTION

BASIC EDUCATION 
AND LITERACY

More than 775 mill ion people over 
the age of 15 are illiterate. Our goal 
i s  t o  s t r eng then  the  capac i t y  o f 
communities to support basic education and 
l iteracy,reduce gender dispari ty in 
education, and increase adult literacy.

PEACEBUILDING AND 
CONFILICT PREVENTION

Rotary encourages conversations to 
foster understanding within and across 
cultures. We train adults and young 
leaders to prevent and mediate conflict 
and help refugees who have fled 
dangerous areas.

DISEASE PREVENTION
AND TREATMENT

We educate and equip communities to 
stop the spread of life-threatening 
diseases like polio. HIV/AIDS, and 
malaria. We improve and expand access 
to low cost and free health care in 
developing areas.

Feelings  -Feelings  -  are connected heart to heart, distance and time cannot break them apart.Feelings  -  are connected heart to heart, distance and time cannot break them apart.

Rotary Avenues of Services



Club Projects/ActivityClub Projects/ActivityClub Projects/ActivityClub Projects/ActivityClub Projects/ActivityClub Projects/Activity

1st July - Mobile Cancer Screening Camp 2022-23 on 
event of Doctors Day held and was attended by five 
members. 168 Screening were done between 9:30 am 
to 5:30 PM (2 hours extra), Paramedics for intial 
screening were present, Side by side eye testing was 
also being done by Human Development Center. 

On 14th July, Blood Donation camp at Rishra held in 
association with Sova Jeev Kalyan Trust. 29 units of 
Blood collected, highlight was that 10 Donors were 
women.

15th July -  Guest Speaker Dr Ananya Bhowmik - 
an eminent Clinical Nutritionist. She spoke on 
Balanced Nutrition drawing analogy with Colours 
of our National Flag and busted quite a few 
Nutritional & Dieting Myths.

17th July - Mega Vaccination Camp  held at 
Maheshwari Bhawan Rishra.

18th July -  Rotary team from Singapore for the social 
development visited at Joynagar area. Rtn.Harish 
Sekhsaria HS was accompanied by Rtn.Sanjay Pasari 
and Rtn. Roli Thakur. 2nd floor casting is done of 
Joynangar Eye Hospital as shared of the status of 
Construction by Rtn. Manoj Pasari. Expected to be 
operational around Durga puja this year, So far 
INR 16,00,000/- is paid.

29th July Animal Welfare Project done By 
Pradeep Jewrajka.

31st July - Kalna dham visited by Members and Anns.

6th August - Suchita beneficiaries screening at Birlapur 
20 beneficiaries identified. 

7th August - Screening at Joynagar 
30 out of 40 beneficiaries identified for this phase.

7th August - Inspection of Under
-Construction Toilets at Chakdah.

15th August - Suchita Beneficiaries Screening Bhangar, 
11 out of 15 beneficiaries identified

Gayatri Hindi Vidyalaya, Serampore Abul Kalam School, Bhangar

15th August, Tailoring Course : Sui-Dhaga
at Abul Kalam School, Bhangar

19th August 
Eyesight 

for 
4 person

Flag Exchange From Rotary 
Club of Indore 21st August 2022

Ganesh Shankar Vidyalaya & Arun Bal Vidyalaya
Balaram Dey Street, Girish Park, Kolkata

15TH AUGUST CELEBRATION15TH AUGUST CELEBRATION15TH AUGUST CELEBRATION15TH AUGUST CELEBRATION15TH AUGUST CELEBRATION15TH AUGUST CELEBRATION

When time is never ready to wait for us... Then why do we always wait for the right time...? No time is wrong to do Right things...

Hariyaali project held on 15th August where 
450 fruit bearing saplings were planted



A peaceful mind can think better than an exhausted mind. Allow a few minutes of 
silence to the mind everyday & see how it shapes your life.

 Caesar salad started in a Mexican city called 
Tijuana. Restaurateur Chef Caesar Cardini was
hosting a 4th of July celebration. He ran out of food, 
and simply threw the ingredients he had lying 
around the kitchen into a unique salad. Obviously, it 
was a huge success.
 Moreover, the Caesar dressing is actually 
supposed to be a vinaigrette. It is made by 
combining minced garlic and anchovies into a bowl, 
which is than mixed with raw egg. Olive oil is 
progressively added to the mixture and the 
remaining ingredients (lime juice, salt, pepper, 
Worcestershire sauce, and Dijon mustard) are 
added in. The resulting hue of the dressing should 
be yellow.

DID YOU KNOW?
Caesar salad originated in Mexico

In March a self-
driving 18 wheeler 
spent more than 
f ive consecutive 
days hauling goods 
between Dallas and 
Atlanta. Running 
around the clock, it 
traveled more than 

6,300 miles, making four round trips and delivering 
eight loads of freight.
 The result of partnership between Kodink 
Robotics, a self driving startup, and US Xpress, it 
traditional trucking company. This five-day drive 
demonstrated the enormous potent ia l  o f 
autonomous trucks. A traditional truck, whose lone 
drive must stop and rest each day, would need more 
than 10 days to deliver the same freight.
 But the drive also showed theat the technology 
is not yet ready to realise its potential. Each day, 
Kodiak rotated new team of specialists into the cab 
of its truck, so that someone could take control of the 
vehicle if anything went wrong. These “safety 
drivers” grabbed the wheel multiple times.
 Tech startups like Kodiak have spent years 
building and testing self driving trucks and the 
trucking industry is keen to reap the benefits. At a 
time when the supply chain is struggling to deliver 
goods as efficiantly as businesses and consumers 
now demand, autonomous trucks could alleviate 
bottlenecks and cut coast. 
 Now comes the most difficult stretch in this 
quest to automate freight delivery: getting these 
trucks on the road without anyone behind the wheel. 
Companies like Kodiak know the technology is a 
long way from the moment trucks can drive 
anywhere on their” own. So they are looking for 
ways to deploy self - driving trucks solely on 
hightways. whose long, uninterrupted stretches are 
easier to navigate city streets.
 “Highways are a more structured environment,”
said Alex Rodr4iques, CEO of the self-driving-truck 

startup Exbark. “You know where every car is 
supposed to be going They’re in lanes.”
 Restricting these trucks to the highway also 
plays to their strengths. “The biggest problems for 
long - haul truckers are fatique, distraction and 
boredom, “ Rodrigues explaines. “Robots don’t 
have a problem with any of that.”
 It’s sound stretegy, but even this will require 
years of additional development. Part of the 
Challenge is technical. Though self-driving trucks 
can handle most of what happens on a highway - 
merging changing lanes, slowing for cars stopped 
on the shoulder - companies are still working to 
ensure they can respond to less common 
situation, like a sudden three- car pileup.
 Rodrigues said his company has yet to 
perfect what he calls evasive maneuvers. “If there 
is an accident in the road right in front of the 
vehicle, he explained, “It has to stop itself 
quickely.” For this and other reasons, most 
companies do not plan on removing safety drivers 
from their trucks untill at least 2024. In many 
states, they will need explicit approval from 
regulators to do so. But deploying these trucks is 
also a logistical challenge - it will require signficant 
changes in trucking industry.
 In shutting goods between Dalls and Atlanta, 
Kodak’s truck did not drive into either city. It drove 
to spots just off city. It drove to spots just off the 
highway where it could unload its cargo and refuel 
before making the return trip. Then traditional 
trucks picked up the cargo and drove “the last 
mile” of the delivery.
 In order to deploy autonomous trucks on a 
large scale, companies must first build a network 
of these “transfer hubs.” with an eye toward this 
future, Kodiak recently inked a partnership with 
Pilot, a company that operates traditional truck 
stops across the country. Today these are places 
where truck drivers can shower and rest and grab 
a bite to eat. The hope is that they can also serve 
as transfer hubs for driverless trucks.

The long, arduous journey for driverless trucks

More than 200BCE old ‘NatyaShastra’ (Hindu Book 
on dance) consists of 6000 verses in 36 chapters. 
It has theories about expression, gestures, acting 
techniques, basic steps, standing postures etc.

Western civilizations were so jealous of 
‘NatyaShastra’ that, Colonial british government

once banned ‘bharatnatyam’ in 1910
NATYASHASTRA IS ALSO CONSIDERED AS FIFTH VED

“Forest remove carbon
from the atmosphere at

a rate that is roughly 13% 
of our total emission

- Brent Sohngen, 
co-author fo the study

According to a new research 
carbon the woods have been
stockpiling. The study, publi- 
shed recently in the journal 
Nature Communicat ions, 
discovers that higher carbon 
dioxide levels in the atmos-
phere have boosted the wood 
volume or biomass of forests. 
Although other factors such as 
climate and pests can have an 
impact on a tree's volume, the 
study discovered that increa-
sed carbon levels consistently 
resulted in an increase in wood 
volume in 10 different temper 
ate forest groups across the 
country. This shows that trees' 
rapid growth is helping to 
protect the Earth's ecology 
from the effects of global 
warming. 
 Forests remove carbon 
from the atmosphere at rate 
that is roughly 13% of our total 
emissions.”said Brent Sohnge, 
co-author of study and profe-
ssor of environmental and 
resource economics at the 
Ohio State University. “A ton of 
carbon dioxide in the atmos-
phere falls into the oceans or is 
taken up by trees and wet. 
lands." Sohngen adds.
 This is known as carbon 
fertilisation: an increase in the 
rate of photosynthesis, which 
combines energy from the sun, 
water, and nutrients from the 
ground and air to make fuel for 
life and stimulate plant devel-
opment.                             ANI

 VL as Dist Coordinator for 
Paul Harris Society has been 

requested to be a signatory for
Certificate to recognize IPRIP, 
Rtn. Sekhar Mehta on behalf 

of RIASO.

Achievement -

History Secrets

% Retail Payments share for August 2022
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Happy Birthday to you allHappy Birthday to you allHappy Birthday to you allHappy Birthday to you allHappy Birthday to you allHappy Birthday to you allHappy Birthday to you allHappy Birthday to you allHappy Birthday to you all

Happy Wedding AnniversaryHappy Wedding AnniversaryHappy Wedding Anniversary Pradeep & Rekha Jewrajka 
Sarad & Kiran KhatoreHappy Wedding AnniversaryHappy Wedding AnniversaryHappy Wedding Anniversary 4th 

July

Anil Poddar, B D Agarwal,Harish Seksaria, Jitendra Kr. Goyal, Manoj Pasari, Naveen Agarwal, 
Pawan Jain, Pradeep Jewrajka, Roli Thakur, Sanjay Pasari, Sarad Khatore, Saurav Jain. 

100% ers for the month of July 2022

Friends!
 Our Bulletin Yuvis for July August month is ready. I know it took some  time more time 
from your expectation. Publication committee was busy with Souvenir, School Diary, Banners, 
Students I card. 
 My predecessor has set such Standard that is very tough to Compete with. Projects 
completed with Visual impact. Informative Articles on various subjects. Hope it will be liked by 
you all. Please provide your suggestions as these inputs will help us to meet the Standard as 
required by you.

Varsha JainVarsha Jain
31st July31st July

Varsha Jain
31st July

Rtn. Dr. Radhika Rtn. Dr. Radhika 
SaraogiSaraogi

8th August.8th August.

Rtn. Dr. Radhika 
Saraogi

8th August.
Devika SarafDevika Saraf
2nd August2nd August
Devika Saraf
2nd August

KaushagarKaushagar
1st August1st August
Kaushagar
1st August

Tanay KandoiTanay Kandoi
1st August1st August

Tanay Kandoi
1st August

Neena Neena 
MaheshwariMaheshwari
4th August4th August

Neena 
Maheshwari
4th August

AbhishreeAbhishree
ChoudharyChoudhary
7th August7th August

Abhishree
Choudhary
7th August

Snigdha Snigdha 
25th July25th July
Snigdha 
25th July

Shiksha JainShiksha Jain
29th July29th July

Shiksha Jain
29th July

Ann Sarika AgarwalAnn Sarika AgarwalAnn Sarika Agarwal
25th July25th July25th July

Prashansha Prashansha 
PasariPasari

30th July30th July

Prashansha 
Pasari

30th July

Aman JainAman Jain
14th July14th July

Aman Jain
14th July

AlankritaAlankrita
16th July16th July
Alankrita
16th JulyRtn. Sunil GaneriwalRtn. Sunil GaneriwalRtn. Sunil Ganeriwal

4th July4th July4th July

100% ers for the month of August, 2022

SangitaSangita
TekriwalTekriwal

12th August12th August

Sangita
Tekriwal

12th August
MahimaMahima

16th August16th August
Mahima

16th August

Rtn. Naveen Rtn. Naveen 
AgarwalAgarwal

18th August18th August

Rtn. Naveen 
Agarwal

18th August

Sneha Sneha 
PasariPasari

27th August27th August

Sneha 
Pasari

27th August
Prateek KhatorePrateek KhatorePrateek Khatore
19th August19th August19th August

 Nishka Nishka
26th August26th August

 Nishka
26th August Ann Suman KandoiAnn Suman Kandoi

30th August30th August
Ann Suman Kandoi

30th August

Bikash Gutgutia, Harish Sekhsaria, Harshit Kandoi, Jitendra Goyal, Manoj L Agarwal, Manoj 
Pasari, Manoj Tekriwal, Pankaj Maheshwari,Pawan Jain, Pradeep Jewrajka, Roli Thakur, Sanjay 

Gupta, Sanjay Pasari, Sourav Jain, Vidu Bhusan Verma, Virendra Choudhary.
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